1Selected passages from the Gospels in Mingrelian may be consulted in A. Tsagareli Mingrel\skie
etjudy, pervyj vypusk, mingrel\skie teksty (St. Petersburg, 1880).

2As almost all the Laz live outside Georgia in modern-day Turkey, I leave the Laz language out of the
discussion, merely noting that it stands very close to Mingrelian.
3I knew an old Mingrelian lady who was over school-age when Soviet power arrived and who was
illiterate when she died in the 1980s.

4Only central and eastern Georgia were annexed to Russia in 1801< Mingrelia followed in 1803
(though administering its own affairs until 1857), and the western province of Imereti in 1804.
Svanetia was not totally controlled until as late as 1883! Abkhazia came under Russian protection in
1810, administering its own affairs until 1864.

5As early as 1853 Dimit\ri Q\ipiani was claiming Kartvelian status for Abkhazians.
6In support of their conviction that Russia has always used Abkhazia as a mere device to engineer
political discord in Georgia, Georgians often point to the awarding by the Soviets of literary status to
Abkhaz. This, they claim, is what initially encouraged the Abkhazians to think of themselves as a
distinct people, which led (inevitably, according to Georgian logic) to demands for separate political
status. The implication behind this charge is that, had no award of literary status to Abkhaz occurred in
the 1920s, the Abkhazians would have been assimilated, and possibly content to be assimilated, by the
Georgians. No thought is given to the fact that Abkhaz is a separate language with a right to have its
own literature, that Abkhazians have never regarded themselves as Georgians and that Abkhazia became
politically subordinate to Tbilisi only in 1931 by fiat of (Georgian) Stalin.
7The publication in 1864 of a similar Lushnu Anban -- Svanetskaja Azbuka with Cyrillic-based script
is believed to have been compiled by the father of Caucasian philology, Baron Peter von Uslar, for
Svan.
8Actually I find myself in sympathy with the criticisms of this Cyrillic-based script offered by
Gogebashvili on page 467. It would have been interesting to discover what the general reaction
throughout Georgia would have been, had this early attempt to teach Mingrelian been accompanied by
the use of the Georgian-script (plus the two extra characters required for Mingrelian) which Tsagareli
had employed in both volumes of his Mingrelian Studies twently years previously.

9The previous two paragraphs are taken almost verbatim from pages 127-128 of my article |Aspects of
language planning in Georgia (Georgian and Abkhaz)\ in Language Planning in the Soviet Union (ed.
Mike Kirkwood), Macmillan 1989, 123-144.
10As stated above, Russian control was finally established in that part of Upper Svanetia known as
Free Svanetia only in the wake of an uprising in 1875-76 which saw the wanton destruction of the
village of Khalde.
11One is tempted to add |and recognition of the need to prevent the extinction of these languages\, but
perhaps this would be an overstatement. After all, it is really only with the influx of outsiders and the
introduction of instant mass-communication through radio and television, broadcasting in foreign
languages necessarily learnt at school (viz. Georgian and Russian for Mingrelia and Svanetia), that
unwritten, untaught languages spoken by communities that are compact and, in the case of the Svans,
remote become threatened, and this was not the case circa 1900.

12consisting mainly of Mingrelian students and young persons. The group was founded simultaneously
in Poti and Senak\i in the middle of April 1919.
13palua |blossoming, flourishing\< mapalu should be compared with Latin florendus, Russian
tsvetajus“c“ij, proizrastajus“c“ij ª|flowering\º.

14Some people spoke to us as follows> M. K\-va annoyed the correspondent and those who share his
opinions more by the great purity of the Mingrelian language than by the content of the speech or by
the very act of delivering the speech in Mingrelian. That is to say, there occurred that which more than
once apparently happened in old Russia, where the same Slav Russians persecuted the other Slav
tongues (Ukrainian and Polish). Perhaps, incidentally, in this was depicted the Ukrainianisation of the
Mingrelian language, its Provencçalisation. If it is worthy of censure to deliver a speech over a corpse
in the Mingrelian language, why is it not worthy of censure that a member of the founding committee
addresses the people in the Mingrelian language and explains to them the necessity of a one-off tax
(September 1919, Mart\vili, Khobi, Zugdidi etc..< B. T-tia). We\ll recall that to mark the 50th
anniversary of the death of Shevchenko permission was not given to the Ukrainians to deliver an
oration in Ukrainian before his grave in 1911...
15Of Samurzaq\ano Beridze offers an observation which is of relevance both to the linguistic history of
this part of Abkhazia and to our immediate concern of the extent to which Mingrelian speakers
historically knew Georgian, when on page 20 he says> |So Samurzaq\ano (from the Ingur to the
Ghalidzga, north to the gates of Ochamchira) should be styled a |Mingrelianised\ region, for you will be
unable to hear here the Abkhaz language, as you could 30-50 years ago< Mingrelian predominates. The
intelligentsia (Gali-Achigvara) know, or course, how to read and write in Russian, speak Mingrelian
and do not know Georgian\ (stress added)...

16If this statement is correct, it is the only occasion known to me where the teaching of Mingrelian in
Mingrelia\s schools is acknowledged for any period in history.

17This observation of 1913 gives the lie to the absurd charge oft-repeated by some Georgian
nationalists, most notably by Zviad Gamsakhurdia, that the bulk of Ossetes appeared in Transcaucasia
on |Georgian\ soil only in the wake of the establishment of Bolshevism in Georgia in 1921.

18Beria went to Moscow in 1938 to take over from the doomed dwarf Yezhov as head of the Sevret
Police (NKVD). Though his successor as Georgian Party Boss was the Svan K\andid Chark\viani, who
served until replaced by the Georgian Ak\ak\i Mgeladze in 1952, Beriaite Mingrelians held prominent
Party-posts. Most of these place-men and many ordinary Mingrelians were repressed in the rather
mysterious Mingrelian Affair of 1951-52. When Germane Patsatsia dared to publish a two-part article
about this Affair in the Tbilisi weekly National Education (published first in Georgian and later in the
week in Russian translation) in July 1989, after the appearance of part one he reportedly received 67
anonymous threats by telephone.

19Is this loss of permission to publish papers and books in Mingrelian circa 1933 what Boeder had in
mind when he spoke of |Stalinist repression\= Since it can normally be assumed that those who
condemn Stalin\s excesses would prefer the pre-excess state of affairs to have continued, perhaps Boeder
is really in favour of publishing in Mingrelian after all.

20Georgians regularly use the past participle from the verb gadagvareba |degenerate\ (viz. gadagvarebuli
|degenerated\) to describe ethnic Georgians who do not speak Georgian (if, for example, they have been
raised outside Georgia).

21The six collections of Svan material to which he alludes are no doubt the following> the four
volumes of Svan Prose Texts in the order Upper Bal (1939), Lower Bal (1957), Lent\ex (1967), and
Lashkh (1979) plus the Svan Prose Chrestomathy which appeared as volume 21 of the Works
of the Old Georgian Faculty in 1978. None of the above contained any translations, whereas A.
Shanidze\s 1939 collection of Svan Poetry and Davitiani\s 1974 Svan Proverbs were provided
with Georgian translations.
22The title-page of the volume in my possession carries the date 1986.

23Shortly before his death Gamsakhurdia gave an interview to The Times in which he spoke about
the need for a federal structure for Georgia. And now Interfax has reported (5 Feb 1994) that Georgia\s
constitutional commission has worked out a draft for a new political and territorial system for the
country. It evidently provides for dividing Georgia into 12 territories, Abkhazia and Adzharia among
them, though with special political status. No provision at all seems to have been made for S. Ossetia.
24The 1989 State Programme for the Georgian Language, the draft of which was published in
November 1988, was an affront to the speakers of all the languages other than Georgian spoken within
Georgia, for the needs of not a single one of them were even mentioned (let alone catered for) in this
document.

25It is fascinating to speculate whether the same sort of punishment would have been meted out by
Shevardnadze\s deputy to Gamsakhurdia\s supporters in, say, K\akhetia, had Gamsakhurdia been a
K\akhetian rather than a Mingrelian...

